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Presentation {guidelines + overview}
You will give a three to four minute well communicated presentation that demonstrates 
both your knowledge {research} and insight {informed opinions} on your contemporary 
artist. Relevant digital visuals are expected. These presentations will occur based on 
the lecture calendar provided during our first week of lecture, also available on 
shsuWASH.com.
Uploading images used during your presentation MUST occur during the studio 
PRIOR to your Friday presentation. WASH Mentors will coordinate this process of 
transferring your images {on a jump drive} to the WASH
library computer, for use in your presentation. It is YOUR responsibility to confirm that all 
images are formatted and compatible {saved as a pdf file} during the transfer process. 
Failing to upload images during this time, will result in your presentation having NO 
digital visuals, which will significantly impact your presentation grade. It will NOT be 
possible to modify, transfer or update your images on the Friday of your presentation.

It would be wise to practice your presentation before you present to a room of 80 
people. Being as prepared as possible will help you feel comfortable and be successful. 
You are welcome to have notes to assist you in recalling information, but you are NOT 
permitted to simply read to us for three to four minutes. Consider how you can make 
this interesting to your audience and fun...while still being prepared and professional. 
Public speaking is a super valuable skill to have as an artist, designer, animator and 
photographer.

Choose only TWO of the following areas to cover in your 3-4 minute artist 
presentation: {1} Explore + analyze formal themes in their work 
{2} Explore + analyze conceptual themes in their work 
{3} Explore + analyze material process and artistic practice

{4} Artistic influences {what inspires this artist}

Your presentation will be evaluated by the following components: 
{1} Clearly communicating TWO topic areas, listed above {both in factual content
+personal insight} 
{2} Professionalism {providing relevant+compatible visuals uploaded ON TIME, during 
the surface studio PRIOR to presentation, arriving early day of presentation by 9:15am, 
being prepared} 
{3} Working within the time restrictions of 3-4 minutes {one minute warning will be given 
by professor; short presentations, less than 3 minutes, will impact your grade} 
{4} Overall ambition

This presentation is worth 10% of your final grade in 
lecture. Your presentation MUST occur during the specific time slot, based on the 
lecture calendar. Late work of any kind, arriving late to class or even due to technical 
issues will result in a ZERO. You presentation MUST be uploaded during the studio 
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PRIOR to your scheduled presentation time slot. You will not be permitted to upload 
ANYTHING the Friday of your presentation.

You will be writing a 5-7 page research paper on you & 
your contemporary artist. The following writing activities 
will assist your research & outlining your paper. We will 
explain further in lecture, prior to due date: 
Self-Bio Poem due 9.9 {in class writing/we will do it during lecture}

Artist Bio Poem due 9.23 @ 9:30am {detailed handout will be provided} 
Venn Diagrams due 10.7 @ 9:30am {detailed handout will be provided} 
Polished Outline & Bibliography {typed using Chicago Style format} is 
due 11.11 @ 9:30am

The FINAL research paper is due during our final exam 
meeting time: MW WASHers research paper is due on 
Monday, December 5th at 10am TR WASHers research 
paper is due on Tuesday, December 6th at 10am

Research Paper {guidelines+overview}  
Write a thoughtful 5-7 page typed research paper {using the CHICAGO STYLE 
format} demonstrating your knowledge and insight on your specific contemporary 
artist. Beyond the 5-7 page requirement, you must include a bibliography {works 
cited} page as well as relevant images {color images are preferred} discussed 
within the body of your paper. You must have at least SEVEN sources, a 
combination of actual books along with web sources, journals and magazines. 
Wikipedia is NOT a valid source.


